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Abstract
This thematic issue puts “urban commoning” centre stage. Urban commoning constitutes the practice of sharing urban
resources (space, streets, energy, and more) through principles of inclusion and cooperation. Whilst generally defined as
an autonomous, bottom‐up, and most of all cooperative practice, the sphere of the commons necessarily stands in inter‐
action with two other spheres: the state/city (“provision”) and the market (“competition”). Yet, the various interlinkages
between the commons, the state/city, and themarket are underexplored. Hence the rationale for this thematic issue: How
does the relation between commons, states/cities, and markets play out in the urban realm? What are the possibilities
and pitfalls of linking commons with states/cities and markets? In the first section of this editorial, we provide a substan‐
tiated introduction to the concept of the commons, its history, and its urban applications. In the second part, we give an
overview of the issue’s contributions. Scholars, activists, and practitioners from the disciplines of urban studies, cultural
studies, planning, sustainability, sociology, architecture, and philosophy delve into the uncharted territory between com‐
mons, states/cities, and markets, through case studies from the Global North and South. The first three articles delve into
the politics of urban commoning while the last three articles illuminate the practice’s aesthetic dimension.
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Issue
This editorial is a part of the issue “The Politics and Aesthetics of the Urban Commons: Navigating the Gaze of the City,
the State, the Market” edited by Peer Smets (Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam) and Louis Volont (Massachusetts Institute of
Technology).
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1. Introduction

This thematic issue brings the practice of urban com‐
moning into dialogue with two other social spheres:
the state/city and the market. How do the commons
(“cooperation’’), states/cities (“provision”) and markets
(“competition”) entangle and interact?What are the pos‐
sibilities and pitfalls of these interlinkages, specifically
in the urban realm? In this editorial, we will (a) disen‐
tangle the theoretical underpinnings of urban common‐
ing and (b) give an overview of the articles published in
this edition.

It is safe to say that the city has become a piv‐
otal place in which global challenges unfold: climate
change, housing inequality, privatization of public ser‐
vices, political conflict, gentrification, poverty, stress,
pandemics, to name just a few. Yet, one may wonder
whether Simmel (1903/2005) was right in saying that
the urban experience turns the urbanite into a “blasé,”
uncaring, disinterested social subject. After all, the city
also constitutes the battlefield on which the aforemen‐
tioned challenges are confronted by groups as diverse
as citizens, activists, artists, and policy representatives.
Through for example autonomous neighbourhoods,
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urban occupations, Community Land Trusts, and grass‐
roots artistic experimentation, urbanites in the Global
North and South set out to reassert participatory control
over the urban commonwealth.

“A commons” refers to a resource shared by a group
of people (Ostrom, 1990). “Commoning,” then, consti‐
tutes the everyday practice of sharing resources, a coop‐
erative stance that goes beyond state/public provision
and market‐based competition. The “commoner,” finally,
is the social subject engaging in the sharing, based on
principles of inclusivity and cooperation.

Commoning dates back to the feudal mode of social
organization, flourishing in Europe between the 9th
and 15th centuries. In that constellation, the commons
were unparcelled pieces of rural land, collectively cul‐
tivated and relied upon by peasant families (Bravo &
De Moor, 2008; Zückert, 2012). For the landless masses
and disparate groups of tradesmen, artisans, and immi‐
grants, survival depended entirely on natural common
resources as a means of subsistence, a dependence
whichwas enabled by customary lawor outright trespass
(Linebaugh, 2008, 2014).

With this thematic issue, however, we investigate
commoning in current times and in urban conditions.
As Kip (2015) once argued: “The commons thus finally
come to town.” For our present purposes, we consider
the work of American economist Elinor Ostrom as the
first significant academic interest in modern common‐
ing. Ostrom (1990) set out to lay bare the organizational
preconditions that would allow for sustainable common‐
ing. In her landmark study Governing the Commons,
she defined a series of organizational “design principles”
for sustainable and collective resource management—
defining clear group boundaries, matching the rules of
resource use to local conditions, ensuring that fellow‐
commoners can participate in modifying the rules,
developing a system for monitoring fellow‐commoners’
behaviour, deploying sanctions for rule violators, provid‐
ing accessible and low‐cost means of dispute resolution,
and having one’s commoning project recognized (“not
challenged”) by external governmental authorities.

Whilst Ostrom’s account was based on environmen‐
tal commons (water basins, forests, irrigation systems),
it was her colleague Charlotte Hess who shifted the
focus to “various types of shared resources that have
recently evolved…without pre‐existing rules or clear insti‐
tutional arrangements” (Hess, 2008, p. 1), such as “cul‐
tural commons,” “knowledge commons,” “infrastructure
commons,” and “neighbourhood commons” (see also
Hess & Ostrom, 2007).

Moreover, Ostrom’s precedent has inspired a new
wave of urban literature (Foster & Iaione, 2016; Iaione,
2015, 2016) that conceives of urban commoning as the
process whereby the governance of urban spaces (parks,
streets, deserted factories, and the like) is devolved from
the municipality to the urban citizenry. Examples can
be found in the Bologna Regulation for the Care and
Regeneration of Urban Commons, in the civic manage‐

ment facilities discussed by Pera and Bianchi (2022),
and in the environmentally‐oriented urban commons dis‐
cussed by Colding et al. (2022).

In recent years, an emancipatory school of thought
has seen the light of day as well, in which urban com‐
moning is explicitly conceived as a bottom‐up political
project against the reign of capital in the urban realm.
Hardt and Negri (2009), for instance, have coined the
notion of “the common,” referring not only to “the fruits
of the soil” and to “nature’s bounty,” but more so to the
shared outcomes of urban sociality (“social production”).
By being together and co‐mingling in the city, Hardt and
Negri argue, urbanites create vibes, moods, languages,
cultures, affects—in all: common goods which are invari‐
ably prone to privatization. As Hardt and Negri (2009,
p. 142) wrote in Commonwealth, “capital simply [hov‐
ers] over [the common] parasitically with its disciplinary
regimes, apparatuses of capture, mechanisms of appro‐
priation, financial networks and the like.”

In a similar vein, Stavrides (2012, p. 588) put forward
the concept of “common space,” which:

Is not the public space as we know it, space given
from a certain authority to the public…nor is it pri‐
vate space, if by this we mean space controlled and
used by a limited group of people….Communities cre‐
ate “common space,” space used under conditions
decided on by communities and open to anyone.

Hence, the here‐described emancipatory school empha‐
sizes that the urban commons are not just mere
resources to be shared, but also, and more importantly,
a “means” through which to explore new and emanci‐
patory forms of togetherness in the contemporary city.
This school inherently argues that urban commons are
not evidently pre‐given, but must be made “common”
by the social subject of the commoner and through the
very process of commoning. “Commoning,” De Angelis
(2017, p. 211) contends, “is a form of social coopera‐
tion…that operates outside the code and protocol of
capitalist‐dominated social cooperation…in which profit
for profit’s sake, expropriation and competitiveness are
not the dominant drivers.”

The previous discussion of the Ostromian and the
emancipatory tradition in (urban) commons scholar‐
ship is inevitably a reductive one. Far more theoreti‐
cal accounts and empirical applications can be found
in an extensive body of commons literature (Bresnihan
& Byrne, 2015; Dardot & Laval, 2019; Eizenberg, 2012;
Harvey, 2011; Noterman, 2016; Volont & Dobson, 2021).
However, one finding invariably recurs throughout the
field. The sphere of the commons necessarily stands in
interaction with two other spheres: the state/city and
the market. It is our contention that the various inter‐
linkages between the commons, the state/city, and the
market are not well‐understood and are undertheorized.
Hence the rationale for this thematic issue: Howdoes the
relation between commons, states/cities, and markets
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play out in the urban realm?Which forms can these inter‐
linkages take on?What are the possibilities and pitfalls of
linking commons with states/cities and markets?

An additional rationale for our endeavour is the
observation that both the state/city and the market—
essential foundations of social life—are dominated by
neoliberal values. Neoliberal values have created mod‐
els that encourage individualism and discourage coop‐
eration. The state tends to stimulate competition and
individual conduct, which has led to a number of finan‐
cial, economic, and social crises (Beck, 1992; Bollier,
2014; Geldof, 2020; Smets & Salman, 2008). Overall, we
may describe the neoliberal state by a transition from
“government” to “governance.” Governmental institu‐
tions set up partnerships with actors from the market
and/or civil society. These partnerships could offer pos‐
sibilities for innovation but are also pervaded by mar‐
ket principles, privatization, the growth of private sec‐
tor organizations, and non‐bureaucratic modes of regu‐
lation (Peck et al., 2009). It is important to mention that
the impact of neoliberalism differs in different countries.
For example, England deals with a strict form of neoliber‐
alism where the government has a small role, while the
Netherlands cope with a neoliberal approach in which
the governmental bureaucracy dominates (Korstenbroek
& Smets, 2019).

Hence, homo economicus plays a prominent role in
the market where efficiency reigns supreme. Enterprises
often influence the state by using powerful political
lobbies, interest groups, and institutionalized politics.
Their aim is market exchange and growth in such a
way that profit will be dominant. As such, scarcity can
be used to raise profit margins. Neoliberalism brings
together capitalism and democracy, which generates fric‐
tion between market solutions and local empowerment.

In other words, neoliberalism hampers democratic plan‐
ning (Goonewardena, 2003). One example is the deliber‐
ative co‐optation of protestors, once they will be faced
with repeated cycles of institutional practices and author‐
ity discourses (Sager, 2011). Another example is what
De Angelis (2013, p. 605–606) calls the “commons fix,”
i.e., the process whereby markets, states, and municipal‐
ities, guided by the reign of capital, “have to ask the com‐
mons to help manage the devastation.”

However, once stakeholders from the commons,
the state/city, and the market find a common ground,
it creates possibilities for the creation of vital coali‐
tions. Stakeholders working together with the local gov‐
ernment can create ad‐hoc and sustainable actions.
Governance creates cooperation among stakeholders
but also enables opportunities for power games among
the elites who tend to decide what is useful for the other
partners (Swyngedouw, 2005). The different groups have
to face frictions between the mindsets of the partners
within the triarchy. Governments tend to use a SMART
approach that goes together with blueprints. The mar‐
ket and the commons tend to use amore flexible process
approach (Smets & Azarhoosh, 2019).

Given this thematic issue’s focus on the interplay
between the commons, the state/city, and the market,
we end this introductory section with Table 1, which
gives an overview of the essential characteristics of the
issue’s central tripartite.

2. Overview of the Articles

Each article in this thematic issue illuminates the interre‐
lationship between the three essential realms—the com‐
mons, the state/city, the market—in its own distinctive
way. Nevertheless, as the issue’s overall title attests, we

Table 1. A short comparison of the market, the state, and the commons.

Market State Commons

Resources Scarcity is given or created Public funds For rivalrous resources, there is enough
for all through sharing. For non‐rivalrous
resources there is abundance

Strategy Efficient resource allocation Effective approach Strengthening social relations

Ideas of Homo economicus Equality for all Humans are primarily cooperative social
individual beings

Change agents Powerful political lobbies, interest Law and policies Diverse communities working as diversity
groups, and institutionalized networks, with solutions coming from
politics focused on government the margins

Focus Market exchange and growth Rules, regulations Use‐value, common wealth, sustainable
through individual initiative, livelihoods and complementarity of
innovation and efficiency enterprise

Core question What can be sold and bought? How can citizens be What do I/we need to live?
treated equally

Source: Based on Bollier (2014, p. 179) and Bauwens (2010).
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present two clusters consisting of three articles each:
the first cluster evolves around the politics of the urban
commons; the second one around the aesthetics of the
urban commons.

We open the first cluster with Caroline Newton
and Roberto Rocco’s article “Actually Existing Commons:
Using the Commons to Reclaim the City.” The authors
advocate a conception of urban commoning that goes
beyond the traditional imaginary of inclusivity, hori‐
zontal organization, and anti‐capitalism. Instead, they
shift the focus to the role of local communities, every‐
day commoning, and power mechanisms in slum gov‐
ernance. Newton and Rocco take us to the Paraisópolis
slum in São Paulo, Brazil, where community develop‐
ment reflects the reproduction of social life in combina‐
tion with everyday realities. At Paraisópolis, many com‐
munities and processes of commoning are widespread.
The authors immediately touch upon the essence of the
thematic issue, arguing that “rather than being purely
insurgent against themarket and the state, the commons
exist in a complex web of continuous negotiation and
trade‐offs with them” (Newton & Rocco, 2022, p. 92).
We discover how commoning practices are intertwined
with the Covid‐19 pandemic and at certain moments
proved to bemore successful than outside the slum area.
In Newton and Rocco’s account, slum dwellers are nei‐
ther “victims” nor “heroes” but commoners: The slum
commons create opportunities for citizens in vulnera‐
ble circumstances as they make use of formal and infor‐
mal institutions of the state/city and the market. In fact,
the slum contains a web of “nested commons,” in which
communities, state/city, andmarket interact through dia‐
logue or struggle to obtain access to resources (water,
electricity, land) and facilities (such as health care).

The cluster continues with the article “Urban
Commons and Collective Action to Address Climate
Change,” by Johan Colding, Stephan Barthel, Robert
Ljung, Felix Eriksson, and Stefan Sjöberg. This article
evolves around collective action against the climate
crisis: urban green commons, co‐working spaces, and
community climate commons. Urban green commons
include for example allotments and community gardens
that encourage environmental learning about global
warming and its consequences. Co‐working spaces cre‐
ate opportunities for sharing institutional attributes
of commons by for example the sharing economy and
through the reduction of transport and commuting dis‐
tance. Thirdly, community climate commons create pos‐
sibilities for reducing the use of carbon and for empow‐
ering communities and civil society groups. The authors
also explore the determinants for the up‐scaling of
environmentally‐oriented urban commons in a critical
manner. Colding et al. (2022) argue for public sector
support, but doubt whether private interests could or
should sustain the development of urban commons.
Moreover, collective choice arrangements in co‐working
spaces emerge as desirable, but it remains to be dis‐
covered how the continuum between “privately‐run”

and “collectively‐run” manifests itself in the empirical
realm. And lastly—scale. Colding and colleagues argue
that trust‐building is an essential characteristic of well‐
functioning common property systems. Smaller groups
are likely to sustain trust and social cohesion. Once com‐
munities become too large or the number of stakehold‐
ers grows too much, trust among participants decreases;
as seen earlier, this is a distinctively Ostromian state‐
ment. Overall: small is beautiful.

We end the first cluster withMarina Pera and Iolanda
Bianchi’s article “Governmentality, the Local State,
and the Commons: An Analysis of Civic Management
Facilities in Barcelona.” Civic management facilities
(cultural centres, neighbourhood centres, youth cen‐
tres, among others) are in the hands of the City of
Barcelona, but their operation and maintenance are in
the hands of the communities that establish their own
rules and norms to carry out socially transformative
projects. We thus encounter commoning practices that
are characterized by a hybrid institutional configuration.
Building on Foucault’s notion of governmentality, Pera
and Bianchi (2022) show how the municipality uses
technologies of power to control administration and
bureaucratic procedures which encapsulates elements
of revisionist neoliberalism. Such development tends
to neutralize transformation and depoliticize the com‐
munity that manages the facilities. Still, both realms
(city, community) benefit from this hybrid form. For the
commons, it creates opportunities for stability and eco‐
nomic capacity; for the local government, it creates
opportunities for service provision and citizen participa‐
tion. Reminiscent of the arguments made by Newton
and Rocco (2022), these authors reiterate that purely
autonomist commons are hard to find; or, in the words
of the authors, that “it is rarely possible for commons to
achieve autonomy in capitalist societies” (Pera & Bianchi,
2022, p. 122).

In the second cluster, we group three articles that
revolve around the aesthetics of urban commoning.
The cluster opens with Bart Wissink and Lara van
Meeteren’s article “Art Organisers as Commoners: On
the Sustainability and Counter‐Hegemonic Potential of
the Bangkok Biennial.” In this article, we discover how
the relationship between commons, state and market is
played out in the field of cultural production.Wissink and
van Meeteren (2022) provide a detailed account of the
commons‐based Bangkok Biennial. The authors reflect
on the counter‐hegemonic potency of the latter, particu‐
larly in relation to the state‐organized Thailand Biennale
and the corporate BangkokArt Biennale. Playing a pivotal
part in this contribution is political philosopher Chantal
Mouffe’s conceptual apparatus. Mouffe is known for her
argument that “politics proper” implies a perpetual clash
between hegemonic projects in all domains of society;
in the grander scheme of this issue, this would mean
an engagement of the commons with the state/city and
the market. However, Wissink and van Meeteren posit
an important caveat: context is crucial. The commons‐
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based Bangkok Biennial explicitly refused to engage with
state and market actors, thus embarking on what may
be called an “exodus” strategy. As the authors argue, the
commoners involved imagined “state andmarket parties
not as friendly opposition, but as enemies with whom
they shouldn’t engage” (Wissink & van Meeteren, 2022,
p. 137). Whilst the exodus approach might undermine
the sustainability of commoning practices, the authors
end their article nevertheless with a reflection on how
artists might take on organizing functions, in the streets
as well as in the art world. Such multiplicity of organiz‐
ing roles, the authors argue, is what might augment the
sustainability of counter‐hegemonic artistic commoning.

The cluster continues with Louis Volont’s “Urban
Commoning: An Assessment of Its Aesthetic Dimension.”
Volont approaches the notion of “aesthetics” in the lit‐
eral sense, namely, as “that which presents itself to
sense perception” (Volont, 2022, p. 141). Urban poli‐
tics, Volont argues with the help of philosopher Jacques
Rancière, is a constant play of aesthetics: Some social
groups are seen and heard, whilst others pass unno‐
ticed. Some have a voice, others are noise. The arti‐
cle describes the case of Pension Almonde, Rotterdam.
Pension Almonde emerged after a group of common‐
ers transformed a vacant social housing complex into a
temporary living and working space for individuals and
cultural initiatives who, due to the nomadic nature of
their activities, are unable to apply for social housing, nor
to buy accommodation on the private market. The aim
of Pension Almonde was thus an inherently aesthetic
one: to make the voice of nomadic urbanites percepti‐
ble in Rotterdam’s urban public realm. Through a thick
description of the social dynamics unfolding at Pension
Almonde, Volont highlights how the project made the
voice of urban nomads and cultural initiatives percepti‐
ble in the urban arena but simultaneously struggled to
shift political power differentials in relation to the prop‐
erty owner of the social housing complex. Volont, there‐
fore, argues to move away from active, “artificialized,”
community formation as was seen in Rotterdam, and
proposes instead “let commoning communities emerge
autonomously” (p. 150). Lastly, the authormaintains that
the shifting of power relations becomes possible only
when activists “consider a given project’s universal rele‐
vance (equality, humanity, inclusion) rather than its tech‐
nical utility” (p. 150). For this, he argues pro an ago‐
nistic relation between the commons, the state, and
the market.

We end the thematic issue with Thijs Lijster’s
“Community, Commons, Common Sense.” Lijster’s con‐
tribution is broad in theoretical scope, yet specific in
analytical focus. It has become a truism to state that
there are no commons without community. However,
Lijster asks, what kind of community should that be?
In everyday politics and parlance, the notion of commu‐
nity continues to be equated with static unities, bound
to specific territories or ethnicities. Lijster shows how
current commons scholarship has tried to overturn such

identitarian conception of community, by framing the
commoning community as an “organizational principle”
(De Angelis, 2017) or as the cause and consequence of
collective praxis (Dardot & Laval, 2019). Yet Lijster is not
content with this solution and argues that current com‐
mons scholarship largely overlooks the cultural and sym‐
bolic connotations of the concept of community. To solve
the impasse, Lijster finds refuge in Kant and Rancière to
present a fresh conception of community. Lijster’s (2022,
p. 158) community is grounded in joint action but is “not
restricted by it, being sufficiently open to be imagined
otherwise.” Lijster’s commoning community is further‐
more pervaded by what he calls a dissensual common‐
sense, “wherein common sense refers to how we com‐
monly sense the world, and to the way we conceive of
ourselves as community” (p. 158). Citing urban exam‐
ples from Greece and the Netherlands, Lijster explores
the consequences of his account and concludes the issue
with a significant statement:

The question of whether we see (sense) and under‐
stand (make sense of) something as either “common”
or as “commodity” has drastic consequences for our
world, and will make the difference between a poli‐
tics of extraction, exploitation, and inequality, or one
of common abundance, mutual care, and democratic
governance.
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